To: M.Chauhan, D. Klarberg, R. Yuster, K. Pearl, M. Santora, D. McKay, J Matiminu, R Yang, A.Corradetti, A. Borrachero, Olamide Lemori, Ron Gibson

From: P. Pecorino

Date: January 23, 2013

Re: The Curriculum Committee meeting on January 29, 2013 at 2pm in H-345.

AGENDA

1.) Approval of Agenda

   QCC Administration Action on Academic Senate Actions-Chancellor’s Report January 2013

3.) Approval of Minutes of December 4, 2012

4.) Academic Advisement Online

5.) AA Degree Program and 12 Concentrations- invite proposals for current AA program?

6.) Department of SPEECH and THEATRE

   Revisions of SP-211, 471, 472 and placement into Common Core Categories

7.) Department of ACADEMIC LITERACY

   CN-73-from Experimental to Regular Offering

8.) Departments of Physics and Engineering Technology

   AS Degree Program in Engineering

9.) DEPARTMENT of BUSINESS

   Revision in Certificate program
   FROM: Microsoft Office Applications Proficiency Preparation Certificate
   School Secretary Certificate; Accounting/Office Administration Technology Certificate
   TO: Office Administration Assistant Certificate

10.) DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION and DANCE

   Revision PE 543Swimnastics >>>> Swim for Fitness

11.) DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

   New Courses: ANTH 160 Health and Healing ANTH 170 Sex and Gender

   11.) Old Business: return of LS3 NEW AS Degree program in Science

12.) New Business